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TAMPA, FL, US, April 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- oday, Dr. Rhadi

Ferguson, a 2004 Olympian and

respected authority in martial arts,

announced the launch of his latest grip

fighting system, "The Catch." This new

program is designed to revolutionize

the way athletes engage in grip

fighting, offering a unique blend of

techniques that have been refined

through Dr. Ferguson's extensive competitive and coaching experience.

"The Catch" is the result of decades of research and practical application in the realms of Judo

and wrestling. Dr. Ferguson, who not only competed at the highest levels of sport but also holds

This grip fighting system

encapsulates all the

knowledge I've accumulated

over years of competition

and coaching at the highest

levels.”

2004 Olympian Dr. Rhadi

Ferguson

a PhD in Education, has crafted a system that is accessible

for beginners yet sophisticated enough for elite athletes.

The program aims to provide martial artists and combat

sports athletes with a strategic edge, enhancing their

ability to control opponents and dictate the pace of the

match.

Key features of "The Catch" Grip Fighting System include:

Comprehensive Video Tutorials: Step-by-step guides that

break down complex techniques into manageable parts,

ensuring that all skill levels can understand and apply the principles taught.

27 Information Rich Modules: We we did a live recorded seminar where participant can engaged

directly with Dr. Ferguson, receiving personalized feedback and advice.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://rhadiferguson.clickfunnels.com/catch-order1706029529678
https://rhadiferguson.clickfunnels.com/catch-order1706029529678
https://rhadiferguson.clickfunnels.com/catch-order1706029529678


Support: Access to a Dr. Ferguson and feedback where practitioners can discuss techniques,

share progress, and motivate each other.

"I am thrilled to introduce 'The Catch' to the Judo and BJJ communities," said Dr. Ferguson. "This

grip fighting system encapsulates all the knowledge I've accumulated over years of competition

and coaching at the highest levels. It's designed not just to teach effective grip fighting but to

foster an understanding of the strategic elements that can make or break a match."

The program is available starting today, with options for both individual and institutional

memberships. Early subscribers will benefit from exclusive introductory pricing and bonus

content, including special seminars with guest instructors from Dr. Ferguson’s network of elite

athletes and coaches.

For more information about "The Catch" or to enroll in the program, please visit

www.TheCatchGrip.com

About Dr. Rhadi Ferguson:

Dr. Rhadi Ferguson is a 2004 Judo Olympian, renowned coach, and motivational speaker. He has

dedicated his life to the advancement of martial arts and the mentoring of young athletes,

leveraging his expertise to enhance their skills and competitive performance. Dr. Ferguson's

innovative techniques and teaching methods have made him a sought-after figure in the world

of combat sports.
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